1. Introduction. In this paper a multiplicative object analogous to transfer is defined and its properties discussed. The original motivation for defining such an object was to give relatively precise information about nontriviality for restriction and related questions as discussed by Swan [7] and the author [4, §7] . In addition we find ourselves led to interesting formulas relating this object to the Chern classes of representations as defined by Atiyah [1] and others. This relation will be the subject of a future paper.
2. Wreath products and the monomial representation. Let G be a group and H a subgroup of finite index /. Then there is a natural construction (going back to Frobenius) whereby G may be imbedded in the wreath product of the symmetric group y i with H. This is described below.
We shall use the notation of Hall [5, §5.9 ] concerning wreath products except that for us permutations will compose as functions and act on the left. Thus if S¡ is a permutation group on the set L¡ = {1,2, •••,Z¡} (i = 1,2), then S, J S2 is the group of permutations 0 on L, x L2 satisfying 9iU j) = (pi, -cj) where oeS" T¡eS2 (i = 1,2, ■■•J,).
Also, ordering L, x L2 lexicographically, we may identify it with L= {1,2,•••,/1/2} so that Sx J S2 may be viewed as a subgroup of íflíXl.
If S is a permutation group of degree / and H is an abstract group then we have S J" H, a permutation group on L x H where H acts on itself by left translation. In fact S J* H is the semi-direct product of S with Hl subject to License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use [July 4. The norm map. Preliminaries on wreath products. In this section we outline the properties of a special case of the wreath product of cohomology classes which has been defined generally by Nakaoka. Suppose first that C is a cochain complex (i.e., a complex involving only nonnegative degrees). As in §3 make C' an ^,-compIex.
Let S be a subgroup of S?l and let W be an S-projective resolution of Z. We Define ls J oe in HÎ*(Homs(W,C1)) by the formula lsf a = Homs(l,F')**(Y).
In view of the above remarks, this object is well defined, it does not depend on a, F, or even W. We now summarize certain properties of the operation of forming 1 J a which will be useful below. Then g f a represents ls J a.
5. The norm map. Let H be a group and suppose S < <9"j, etc., as above. Take C = HomH(X, ,4) where X is an H-projective resolution of Z and 4 is an ií-module. Then H**(C) = H**(H, A) and we wish to extend the definition of §4 so as to define an element ls J* a (using the same notation) in H**(S ( H, A1). As in §4, we have the homomorphism oe?t :Uoms(W, HomH(Z, A)1) -> Homsf H(W®Xl, A1).
Define lsf <x (for aeH**(H, A)) inithe homology of the right-hand side as ■^**(lsi «)• Since ^ is a homomorphism even of functors the definition is well made. The facts outlined in §4 carry over as follows:
1. If (f> : H' -»• H is a homomorphism of groups, / : A-*A'a consistent homomorphism of H-modules we have (i : S' < S) (ij»**(ls-fa) = ls.i<p**(x). í?2 induceŝ t*:H**iSiHtxSiH2, A\ ®A'2)^H**(S f //, x //2, (^ ®^2)') and
•^2* (1S i«l X Is Í «2) = Is J «1 * «2-If Hx = H2 = H and ^ ® v42 -* 43 is an H pairing, then there is a corresponding S J" H pairing A\ ® A\ -► A\ and using the cup product with respect to these pairings we have (2) lsJXu ls fia2 = lsSccxVcc2.
In case Ax = A2 = A3 = k is an //-ring (with the product pairing), formula (2) applies. In addition if k is commutative and H acts trivially the product mapping k!->-k is a homomorphism of S J // rings (where S J // acts trivially on fc) and we may use this map to carry ls J a to an element Hf*(S j" H, k). Using the same notation for this new element, we see that formula (2) still applies (and in fact all the above formulas). Given <xeHl*(H, fc), define ./f^_G(a)e/Z**(G, fc) as \¡/** jVH_G(a) (again using the same notation). With coefficients in k there is no ambiguity in the module and no ambiguity in the definition of •ArH^,G.
Remark. Notice the fact that since the group G is smaller than y, f H, it is possible to drop the restriction of trivial action required in the more general situation. 6 . Formal properties. In what follows it will be possible to interpret the formal rules in different contexts depending on whether the module is general or a commutative ring on which the group G acts. The contention always will be that the formula in question is valid in all such contexts.
Since the module JiH^G(A) is not well defined except up to isomorphism there will be some ambiguity for the general situation. We shall ignore this ambiguity and write "= " where there is only a canonical isomorphism derived from an element p as in § §2 and 3. We can always insure true equality by choosing transversals consistently.
Finally we assume always that a e H**(H, A), etc. J^nKx-x^f^nK.
For example let G = P x H where P is cyclic of prime order. Let Ö:H-> Hp be the diagonal homomorphism; then the map <t> : G -» P J H may be chosen to be the obvious induced homomorphism P x H -* P • Hp. Let X be an //-projective resolution of Z and A:X-+XP a diagonal map over Ô. If it were possible to choose A to be a P-homomorphism the questioned equality would hold. Unfortunately we know that this is generally not possible, and this fact is responsible for the existence of the Steenrod operations. In fact one can convince oneself that all the Steenrod reduced powers except u -» up would be trivial were the equality in question to hold. (Using the properties of the Steenrod operations, we can show that for XeH2(H, ZP), Jr(X)eH2PiP x H, ZP) is given by 1 xXp-pp~1 xX where p generates //2(P, ZP). It is possible also to derive this formula by means of Chern classes.)
7. Applications. Let G be a group and H a subgroup of finite index. Restrict attention to commutative G-rings k. Notice that this is no essential restriction since if A is a G-module, k = Z © A can be made a commutative G-ring in which A2 = 0 in the usual way. The only statement in Theorem 1 which needs more discussion is that concerning transfer. ^x(x) is represented by^^f) where 
